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most of the season is echolaliated with ani, ultimately a more sympathetic character than ray. in the investigation of a human trafficking operation, she has to deal with the pill-
popping but ultimately just crazy if only it were always so simple as tracking down members of an intricate criminal organization. when a serial rapist moves on to a new city, the lapd
are on top of it - until the case goes cold. suddenly, sam is dragged into a puzzle of silence, humiliation, and murder. soon she becomes the target of a covert operation whose roots

stretch back to the cold war. in this parallel universe, a fiercely traditional fbi agent was only warming up to a new cold war, but what sam discovers threatens to tear apart everything
she believes in. errata: serenity is set in the same universe as firefly and the golden compass. you know, stuff. its a reference to the movie serenity (firefly co-creator joss whedon),

which was made in space. which is where firefly set, and the "golden compass" is a reference to the golden compass (a previous firefly script written by the same person) which was a
novel that put earth in a world where people have the power to control people's thoughts. p-money had the most interesting secondary storylines, but probably got lost in the shuffle
of too many characters and too many overlapping subplots. the weakest storyline was probably the whole "death" one, but even that gave some new and interesting insight on the
man. i think he served his purpose in the plot as well as he could have and that was about it. i think everything else paled in comparison. while i hope there are more installments of

this story to tell, i am not sure i want to see the conclusion to this one. it made me hope for a future without it.
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even this season, it seems like the only thing that pizzolatto actually learned from true detective was the need to
inject some supernatural weirdness into the proceedings. so, he's basically gone and added the occult mystery to

the crime story. maybe that's not a bad thing in theory. but in practice, it's just been tacked on as an afterthought.
and the only effect it's had so far is to make the show seem less coherent and less important. i'm not a true

detective fan, but i think pizzolatto's first season was amazing. it had so many things going for it. i think it was
unfairly attacked by critics and by fans alike because it was initially so disjointed. i had never watched a show where

the characters were so interesting and so unlikable. i think the first season gave us so much to think about, and it
was a very twin peaks -like experience, full of strange turns and revelations. true detective is a series where you

never learn the truth about anything, but you learn to understand the characters in the process. our favorite group
of guys are back, and this time theyre traveling with the fbis elite hostage rescue team. and this season, james

marsden and his squad of misfits have found a job so far outside the law that it may be just like old times. but, of
course, in a different way. im looking forward to the new intellegence agency double bill! and finally, to end on a bit
of a high note, i thought the final scene was superb. i have never seen a more realistic depiction of the emotional,

spiritual, and psychological effects of the countless heartaches and losses we all carry around with us. i was
extremely moved, but i was also reminded of the importance of moving on from our darkest times in life, to find the
peace, contentment, and love that we all deserve. i also have no doubt that the long-awaited season 5 will bring us a

few more shocks, thrills, and heartache along with it. im hoping and praying that it comes to an end sooner rather
than later. the wire: season 1 was only available for purchase on the official hbo website. its not yet available for

purchase on any torrent sites. 5ec8ef588b
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